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Circuit quantum electrodynamics, consisting of superconducting artificial atoms coupled to on-chip
resonators, represents a prime candidate to implement the scalable quantum computing architecture
because of the presence of good tunability and controllability. Furthermore, recent advances have pushed
the technology towards the ultrastrong coupling regime of light-matter interaction, where the
qubit-resonator coupling strength reaches a considerable fraction of the resonator frequency. Here, we
propose a qubit-resonator system operating in that regime, as a quantum memory device and study the
storage and retrieval of quantum information in and from the Z2 parity-protected quantum memory, within
experimentally feasible schemes. We are also convinced that our proposal might pave a way to realize a
scalable quantum random-access memory due to its fast storage and readout performances.

A
nalogous to the classical computer processors, a quantum processor inevitably requires memory cell
elements1–4 to store arbitrary quantum states in efficient and faithful manner. In particular, these memory
devices might be needed and useful for storing and retrieving qubits in a fast timescale between the

quantum processor and the memory elements, similar to a classical random-access memory5. That would require
ability to store information for a short time with fast storage and readout responses. Here, we propose a quantum
memory implemented on circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED)6–8 with fast storage and retrieval responses.
The memory cell operates in the ultrastrong coupling (USC) regime of light-matter interaction9–11, where the
qubit-resonator coupling strength approaches a significant fraction of the resonator frequency. In addition, a key
ingredient towards realizing our scheme is the existense of the Z2 parity symmetry12,13, which allows us to encode
quantum information in partiy-protected states that are robust against certain environmental noises14,15.

In this report, we propose a scalable quantum memory cell element based on the cQED architecture, com-
prising of a superconducting flux qubit galvanically coupled9 to a microwave resonator. In particular, we study the
storage and retrieval of single- and two-qubit states, while the input states are in the form of flying microwave
photons16–19. These processes can be carried out with good fidelity even with the presence of noise. We are also
convinced that our memory can be scaled up to store large number of qubits since the cQED architecture provides
very high level of controllability20,21 and scalability22. In this way, we believe our proposal might pave a way
towards scalable quantum random-access memory (QRAM)23,24 and distributed quantum interconnects25,26,
which in turn might steer towards novel applications ranging from entangled-state cryptography27,28, teleporta-
tion29, purification30,31, fault-tolerant quantum computation32 to quantum simulations.

The qubit-resonator system operating in the USC regime, as shown in Fig. 1, exhibits a Z2 parity symmetry and
its dynamics is governed by the quantum Rabi Hamiltonian13

HRabi~
�hveg

2
szz�hvcava{az�hVsx aza{

� �
, ð1Þ

where veg, vcav, and V stand for the qubit frequency, cavity frequency, and qubit-resonator coupling strength,
respectively. In addition, a(a{) is the bosonic annihilation(creation) operator, and sx,z are the Pauli matrices of the
qubit. A compelling feature of Hamiltonian (1) is that for ratios V=vcav *> 0:8, the ground and first excited states
can be approximated as
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where jaæ is a coherent state for the resonator field with amplitude jaj
5 V/vcav, and +j i~ ej i+ gj ið Þ

� ffiffiffi
2
p

are the eigenstates of sx. The
states jyG/Eæ form a robust parity-protected qubit15 whose coherence
time can be up to tcoh *> 105

�
veg . In the following, we outline a

protocol that allows storage and retrieval of quantum information
to and from this qubit. It is achieved by adiabatically tuning the
qubit-resonator coupling strength, from the Jaynes-Cummings
(JC) to USC regime. In particular, we propose a USC memory cell
element (see Fig. 1a) that can be designed by the flux-qubit architec-
ture presented in Ref. 33, which provides a tunable qubit-resonator
coupling (see Supplementary information). The latter can be imple-
mented by using a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) as proposed for qubit-qubit coupling in Refs. 34, 35.

Results
Generating and catching flying qubits. Photons propagating
through linear devices are well-suited as information carriers
because they possess long coherence length and can be encoded
with useful information. In our case, a flying microwave photon is
generated from cQED platforms16–19, and a qubit is encoded in a
linear superposition of zero (j0Fæ) and one photon (j1Fæ) Fock
states. Recently, it has been pointed out in Ref. 19 that if a
photonic wave packet emitted from a source has a temporally
symmetric profile, it overcomes the impedance mismatch problem
when a flying qubit impinges onto a resonator. With all these latest
advancement in cQED technologies, we envision our memory cell be
located on the pathway of a single microwave photon to accomplish
quantum information storage (see Fig. 1).

Storage and retrieval processes. The storage of quantum
information into our USC memory cell is realized within three

steps. At first, we cool down the system to reach its ground state in
the USC regime. Secondly, the qubit frequency is tuned to be off-
resonant with the resonator frequency, i.e., vcav . veg, while the
qubit-resonator coupling stregth V is adiabatically tuned towards
the strong coupling regime where V=vcav=1, where the coupling
is much larger than any decoherence rate in the system. In this
regime, the ground and first excited states of the qubit-resonator
system are y0j i~ gj i6 0j i and y1j i~ ej i6 0j i, respectively. Here,
the states jgæ and jeæ stand for the ground and excited states of the
qubit, while j0æ stands for the vacuum state of the resonator. Since we
have adiabatically tuned the coupling from the USC to the strong
coupling regime, our initial USC ground state is then mapped to the
JC ground state, i.e., y0j i~ gj i6 0j i. At this stage, our memory cell is
ready for information storage. When a flying qubit with an unknown
quantum state jYFæ 5 aFj0Fæ 1 bFj1Fæ comes in contact with the cell
as shown in Fig. 1a, the encoded information from the flying qubit
is transferred to the flux qubit due to the JC dynamics. Therefore,
the state of our system becomes ysj i~ aF gj izbF ej ið Þ6 0j i. At last,
we turn on the qubit-resonator coupling adiabatically towards the
USC regime. For simplicity, we consider a linear adiabatic switch-
ing scheme such that V(t) 5 (cos(f) 2 Df sin(f)t/T)V0, with T total
evolution time and f 5 wext/w0. Here, wext is an external magnetic flux
and w0 5 h/2e is the flux quantum (see Methods and Supplementary
information for detailed definition). In Fig. 2a, b, we show the storage
and retrieval processes for a quantum state jysæ 5 aFjy0æ 1 bFjy1æ,
and Fig. 2c, d show the ground state jy0æ and the first excited state
jy1æ adiabatically follow the instantaneous eigenstates such that jy0æ
R jyGæ and jy1æ R jyEæ. In this manner, we can encode important
information onto the parity-protected qubit basis. Retrieval
(decoding) process is reverse of the storage process and is achieved
by adiabatically switching off the qubit-resonator coupling strength
from the USC to SC regime.

We note that the time for storage and retrieval of quantum
information is several order of magnitude faster than the coherence
time of the parity-protected qubit, which is about Tcoh , 40 ms for a
coupling strength V0/veg , 1.515. For instance, if we consider a flux
qubit with energy veg/2p , 2 GHz, and a cavity of frequency vcav/2p
, 5 GHz, our system reaches the USC regime with V0/vcav 5 0.6.
For the linear adiabatic switching scheme with the above parameters,
we estimate total time for storage/retrieval of a qubit is about
~T<2{8 ns.

At the end of an adiabatic evolution, the state ~yi~aF yGj izbF yEj i
��

is desired. However, the state after the evolution might become
~y Tð Þi~aF yG Tð ÞizbFeih Tð Þ yE Tð Þij

���� , with a relative phase h(T)
resulting from the dynamical and geometrical effects36. Hence, we
need to keep track of a relative phase during the storage and retrieval
processes.

In order to find out which phase h(t) optimizes the processes, in

Fig. 3a, b, we plot the fidelityF V,hð Þ~ h~y y tð Þj i
�� ��2 between the state

~yi~aF yGj izbFeih yEj i
�� and the state jy(t)æ, which has adiabatically
evolved from the initial state jysæ 5 aFjy0æ 1 bFjy1æ. In these simu-
lations, we find the fidelity over the landscape of h g [0, 2p] versus
the qubit-resonator coupling strength V(t), for two different total
evolution time T 5 105/vcav (Fig. 3a), and T 5 120/vcav (Fig. 3b).
White lines show the phase hopt, which optimizes the fidelity F for
both cases. Notice that the maximum fidelity and the optimal phase h
depend strongly on the system parameters and the total evolution
time T. Thus, we require, for each USC memory cell, to find out the
parameter T that maximizes the fidelity only once. When T is known,
the cell can always be operated at that specific parameter for storing
and retrieving unknown quantum states. Therefore, the time T might
be a benchmark to characterize our potential USC quantum memory
devices, in the same way as hard disk drives of the classical computer
are being characterized by their seek time and latency.

Figure 1 | Schematic of circuit-QED design for storage and retrieval of an
unknown single-and two-qubit states. (a) A USC memory cell element,

composed of a qubit-resonator system operating at the USC regime. (b)

Two flying microwave photons, with modes â’ and b̂’, come in and pass

through a beam splitter (BS) implemented by a superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID) to form a two-qubit entangled state, which is

then stored in two USC qubits located at a distance apart.
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Additionally, storage and retrieval of entangled states in two sepa-
rate USC cells is feasible. To demonstrate such a process, we let two
bosonic fields to interact via the SQUID, simulating a Hong-Ou-
Mandel setup37 as shown in Fig. 1b. Let us suppose that we have an
initial state y0j i~ 0j iâ’ 1j ib̂’. After experiencing a beam splitter inter-

action, we have two-photon entangled state y’0j i~ 1ffiffiffi
2
p 0j iâ 1j ib̂z
�

1j iâ 0j ib̂Þ, which enters two cavities c1 and c2, each containing a flux
qubit prepared in its ground state. This process allows the cavities to

be prepared in the state �Y0

�� �
~

1ffiffiffi
2
p 0j ic1

1j ic2
z 1j ic1

0j ic2

� 	
6 ggj i.

Following the same procedure, we tune the qubits towards resonance

with its respective cavity such that we arrive at the state

Y0j i~
1ffiffiffi
2
p gej iz egj ið Þ6 00j ic1c2

. With our protocol, the state is

eventually mapped to a parity-protected state ~Y0

�� �
~

1ffiffiffi
2
p

yGj i yEj iz yEj i yGj ið Þ. In Fig. 3c, d, we show the numerical simula-
tions for the storage and retrieval processes of the entangled state
jY0æ.

Discussion
We have presented the basic tools for building a quantum memory
based on a cQED architecture that operates in the USC regime of

Figure 2 | Fidelity plots. (a) Storage and (b) retrieval processes for a quantum state | ysæ 5 aF | y0æ 1 bF | y1æ. In both cases, we plot the fidelity between the

initial | yæs and the instantaneous state | y(t)æ, i.e.,F s~ ys y tð Þjh ij j2. Any arbitrary state | yæ 5 u | y0æ 1 v | y1æ can be stored and retrieved with unit fidelity.

(c) Fidelity between the approximated ground state in Eq. (2) and the instantaneous ground state FG~ yG yG tð Þjh ij j2. (d) Fidelity between the

approximated first excited state in Eq. (2) and the instantaneous first excited state F E~ yE yE tð Þjh ij j2. For all the simulations, we choose the system

parameters as vcav 5 1, veg 5 0.1 vcav, V0 5 vcav, and the total evolution T 5 105/vcav.

Figure 3 | (a) Contour plots of the fidelity F~
~
y y tð Þj
D E��� ���2 between the state

~
yi~aF yGj izbF eih yEj i
��� and the state | y(t)æ, which has adiabatically

evolved from the initial state | ysæ 5 aF | y0æ 1 bF | y1æ, when the total evolution time is set to T 5 105/vcav, and (b) when the evolution time is T 5 120/vcav.

For the above cases, the black lines stand for the phase which maximized the fidelityF . In these simulations, the parameters are vcav 5 1, veg 5 0.1 vcav, and

V0 5 vcav. (c) Storage process for an entangled state Y0j i~
1ffiffiffi
2
p gej iz egj ið Þ6 00j ic1c2

. (d) Retrieval process. In both cases, we plot the fidelity between the

initial state |Y0æ, and the instantaneous state | y(t)æ, �F~ Y0 y tð Þjh ij j2. In the simulations (c) and (d), we have chosen vcav 5 1, veg 5 0.1 vcav, V0 5 vcav,

and the evolution time T 5 105/vcav.
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light-matter interaction. The storage/retrieval process for unknown
quantum states, be single-qubit or two-qubit entangled states, can be
accomplished by adiabatically switching on/off the qubit-resonator
coupling strength. As a scope, we propose the large-scale quantum
memory network shown in Fig. 4(a), where each edge of the memory
network is constituted with our memory cell element. This architec-
ture can pave the way for the implementation of a scalable QRAM,
which might benefit from the fast storage and readout performances
of superconducting circuits. In addition, each node in the network is
connected to a SQUID that allows to selectively switch on/off inter-
action between neighbouring microwave cavities33,38, in order to
implement quantum state transfer processes within the same layer
(see Supplementary information). Ultimately, we would like to
achieve a multilayer circuit architecture, where a quantum processor
layer39 interfaces with the proposed memory layer as shown in Fig. 4.

Methods
Switchable quit-resonator coupling strength. In the cQED architecture composed
of a flux qubit galvanically coupled to an inhomogeneous resonator, the Hamiltonian
that describes the dynamics reads

H~
�hveg

2
szz�hvcava{azHint, ð3Þ

with an effective tunable interaction Hamiltonian

Hint~{2EJ b cos p
wext

w0


 � X
n~1,2

Dyð Þn
X

m~x,y,z

c nð Þ
m sm, ð4Þ

where EJ is the Josephson energy, b is a parameter that depends on the Josephson
junctions size, w0 5 h/2e is the flux quantum, and wext is an external flux through a
superconducting loop. The latter in turn allows to switch on/off the qubit-resonator
coupling strength. Dy stands for the phase slip shared by the resonator and the flux
qubit. And, the coefficients c nð Þ

m s can be tuned33–35 at will via additional external fluxes
(see Supplementary information).

Adiabatic evolution. We obtain the effective system Hamiltonian

H~
�hveg

2
sj

zz�hvcava{az cos fð Þ{Df sin fð Þt=Tð ÞV0sj
x a{za
� �

from Eqs. (3) and

(4), if we consider an external flux that varies linearly with time according to
wext~

�w0z Dwð Þt=T , where �w0 is an offset flux and Dw is a small flux amplitude.
We remark that all our simulations presented so far assume no loss in both the

qubit and resonator. Nonetheless, the open system analysis of a USC system40 can be
carried out by studying dynamics of the microscopic master equation (see
Supplementary information). In Fig. 5, we show numerical results for the storage and
retrieval processes of an arbitrary superposed state jysæ in presence of external noises.
With our scheme and a simple decoherence model, we estimate fidelity of
F s~0:9939 at the end of the retrieval process.
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